CREATED 4/18

HUGE OILS & FLUIDS
WWW.CUMBERLANDTRUCK.COM

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

SPRING SAVINGS ON
by the case or pail

ROTELLA
T4 /// CK-4 15W-40
exceptional wear protection for longer engine life

- enhanced protection against oxidation for more efficient operation
- increased shear stability for better viscosity control
- improved oil aeration
- heightens emission control system durability
3 GALLONS OR MORE

$15.99

gal

SEQ-550045126

$65.99

pail

SEQ-550045128

1300 SUPER /// CK-4 15W-40

- outstanding oxidation stability helps reduce engine deposits
- excellent soot and viscosity control for greater engine efficiency
- excellent oil consumption control requires less makeup oil
- enhanced tbn reserves improves corrosion protection
- excellent low-temperature pumpability helps prolong engine life
4 GALLONS OR MORE

$15.99

gal

MBL-122492

$65.99

pail

MBL-122490

DELO
400 SDE /// CK-4 15W-40
protects valve train components against corrosion

- provides optimum service life and minimal maintenance
- provides optimum dpf life for minimal downtime and cleaning
- backward compatible with previous api oil service categories
- meets the most stringent egr soot control requirements
3 GALLONS OR MORE

$15.99

gal

CHO-222290G

$65.99

pail

CHO-222290P

RELIANT™ /// CK-4 15W-40

- substantial engine durability improvements for long
reliable equipment life

- enhanced resistance to oil breakdown maintains

flow properties and maximize drain interval potential

- confidence of performance in both new and older
vehicle models (backwards compatible)
4 GALLONS OR MORE

$13.49

gal

BPO-BPL52104

Official Partner of
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway®

$55.99

pail

BPO-BPL52108

SEE REVERSE FOR ADDITIONAL SAVINGS!
ALLENTOWN
BEDFORD
CARLISLE
CLEARFIELD
EPHRATA
HAGERSTOWN HARRISBURG JOHNSTOWN
MILTON
NOTTINGHAM
UNIONTOWN
YORK
877-296-4555 800-705-7273 800-828-6878 800-627-9095 800-732-0019 800-864-8164 855-265-4160 800-326-8994 800-643-1284 800-364-6995 888-960-4793 877-792-1815

DELO 400 XLE SYNBLEND 10W-30
- up to 1% fuel economy improvement on class 8 vehicles and 3.6%
on class 6 vehicles vs. sae 15W-40 oil in on-road testing
- better low-temperature pumpability; improved initial flow rate
versus sae 15W-40 oils

- cylinders, pistons, rings and valve train components are well protected
3 GALLONS OR MORE

$17.99

$83.99

gal

pail

CHO-257000G

CHO-257000P

DELO SYN-GEAR HD
75W-90
- extended drain capabilities field proven in
fleet testing for 500,000-mile drain intervals
- excellent thermal and oxidation stability
- high viscosity index and low pour point
- excellent seal compatibility
- refill and top off compatibility
heavy duty,
extreme pressure,
multigrade
automotive gear
lubricant

$149.99

pail

CHO-223034P

DELO GEAR EP-5
85W-140

- long gear life
- rust and corrosion protection
- excellent foam inhibition
- long lubricant life: high temperature
operation with long lubricant life

- seal protection: formulated to protect
against oil seal deterioration

MULTIPURPOSE
lubricant

$89.99

pail

CHO-223021P

DELO SYN-TRANS HD
SAE 50
- extended drain capabilities field proven
performance for on-highway intervals
of 500,000 miles and greater

- excellent thermal and oxidation stability
- high viscosity index and low pour point

$159.99

pail

CHO-223039P

heavy duty
TRUCK MANUAL
TRANSMISSION
FLUID

ATF MD-3
under severe operating conditions, this fluid:
- maintains friction control for smooth shift action
- is specially formulated to help prevent shudder
- retains low temperature fluidity and high
temperature stability for long operating periods
- protects automatic transmission fluid coolers
from corrosion

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION FLUID FOR
PRE-2006 GM, FORD AND
OTHER MAKES REQUIRING
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
pail
MULTI-PURPOSE POWER
TRANSMISSION FLUID

$76.99
CHO-226502P

ISO 46 HYDRAULIC OIL

- special antiwear additive package minimizes
-

wear by protecting surfaces when load
causes breakdown of lubricant film
formulated with group ii base stocks
recommended for vane-, piston, or gear
type pumps, especially where pressures
exceed 1000 psi and / or lightly loaded
reciprocationg compressors

$65.99

- superior rust protection
- good low temperature flow properties
- outstanding antiwear protection to pumps,
motors, valves and other critical hydraulic
components

- superb hydrolytic stability in the presence of
water - will not contribute to the formation
of corrosive reactants or metal etching
acids

$44.99

pail

pail

CHO-273278P

BPO-668-7381

ISO 32 HYDRAULIC OIL

- long equipment life
- minimized downtime
- smooth operation
- optimal oil service life, resists oil thickening
and deposit formation in service

- formulated with group ii base stocks
- recommended for vane-, piston, or gear
type pumps, especially where pressures
exceed 1000 psi and / or lightly loaded
reciprocationg compressors

$65.99

pail

CHO-273277P

- superior rust protection
- anti-foam protection
- good low temperature flow properties
- outstanding antiwear protection to pumps,
motors, valves and other critical hydraulic
components

- superb hydrolytic stability in the presence of
water - will not contribute to the formation
of corrosive reactants or metal etching
acids

$39.99

pail

BPO-668-7380
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